CIRCULAR

Campus Placement Drive for Blazing Arrows Pvt Ltd.

GTU ITAP is organizing campus drive for students for this required details are as follows:

BLAZING ARROWS PVT LTD.

Blazing Arrows is an excellence-driven company with a passion for technology where people love what they do. We take pride for being one of the few IT companies in Vadodara to have an environment for fast adopting changing industry needs by implementing an incremental and iterative approach.

Job Profile:

Developer
- Technologies we look people for are:
  - Dot Net / PHP / Android / IOS / Web designer/Embedded Engineer
  - Branches: CS, IT, MCA, MSC – IT, EC

Technical Recruiter
- Any Engg Branch is good
- Good English communication is must

BD / HR
- MBA with Technology background is good

Process of Selection
- Company Presentation
- Written Test – Aptitude + Technical
- Technical Personal Interview
- HR Round.
- Service Agreement conditions – no service Agreement.

CTC:

Rs. 4000 stipend during the internship
1.8 LPA for first 6 months with the review to 2.4 LPA for next year.

Location of working is Baroda.
For Registration please register on https://www.gtuplacement.edu.in/student_check.aspx

**Important Note:** Registration will be done only one time for all companies, you must use your id password for login everytime to avail benefit of available vacancies posted.

For any Query contact on,
ITAP (Integrated Training & Placement)
Gujarat Technological University, Ahmadabad
07923267550/582

Sd/-
I/C ITAP Section